. McNamee et al. [2] examined the message themes found in hate group websites to understand how these groups recruit and react to threats through the formation of group identity. Post [3] noted how terrorists had created a "virtual community of hatred" and wrote of the need to develop a psychology-based counter terrorism program to, in part, inhibit potential participants from joining, reduce support for these groups, and undermine their activities.
The videos and forums of these groups are particularly rich sources of information. Videos gain a global audience when posted to YouTube, but for investigation or research, identifying and fmding videos relating to a specific interest or topic can be difficult among the tens of millions of posted items. The Video Portal was designed to facilitate the study of video as it is used by these groups. Previous work on the portal focused on developing a method for identifying and collecting extremist videos [4] , and examining an automatic, feature-based framework for classifying videos once they have been collected [5] . Russian, and provides search, browse, and analysis functions.
Previous papers related to the DWFP have examined system functions as well as the collection and updating activities needed to keep it current [6; 7] . Abbasi and Chen [8] performed deeper analyses using data extracted from the portal to refine affect and sentiment analysis methods. 978-1-61284-4577-0085-9/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE 7 intelligence analysis domains.
In this paper, we examine the evolution of the Dark Web Forum Portal's system design, share the results of the user's case studies performed from an intelligence analysis perspective using the DWFP, and provide an overview of the development of the new video portal.
II. BACKGROUND
Intelligence analysis is "the process of evaluating and transforming raw data acquired covertly into descriptions, explanations, and judgments for policy consumers" [9] . This analysis might be applied to any of several recognized processing the collected pages using our own parsers, we update our collection in the database. The details of incremental spidering process are covered in [10] . The web portal provides access to our data collection for users. message, an initial design that eventually proved to be slow and cumbersome for users.
2) Version 2.0
To address these major issues, the portal was rebuilt and released as version 2.0; it adopted a new design for the user interface based on previous feedback. With the new design, the system functionalities were grouped into three categories:
• Forum browsing: following the format of most online forums, forums may be browsed either by thread or by message. Additional filtering functionalities allow users to refine threads or messages to a certain time period or to those posted by certain authors.
• Forum searching: a more streamlined search functionality is presented to users. A sidebar is also provided on each search results page so that users can further refine and filter their search results.
• Social network visualization: this module remains unchanged from version 1.0.
Each of the functionalities listed above is described here in more detail.
a) Forum Browsing
Forum browsing is organized either by threads (shown in In addition, the portal allows users to filter the returned thread or message list pages. For both the thread and message listing pages, the threads and messages, respectively, can be filtered by the start or end time and by author. • Hit highlighting: matched keywords were not always correctly highlighted; some highlighted words did not match the input search terms.
Given these issues, we embarked on a newer version of the portal, version 2.5, based on version 2.0. For this newer version, we adopted Lucene, a popular Java-based full-text indexing framework for the indexing and searching of thread titles and message contents.
Bringing in Lucene has resulted in both advantages and disadvantages. Through user testing, we can see that searching has been improved through better query parsing, searching ranking and hit highlighting, but at the cost of maintaining and updating an index, separate from the database. In both cases, the students had significant previous military and field experience and expected to continue their military service.
B.
Case Study 1: Dark Forums in Eastern Afghanistan:
How to Influence the Haqqani Audience
In the first case study, "Dark Forums in Eastern Afghanistan: How to Influence the Haqqani Audience," the student, who had had previous deployments to Afghanistan, postulated that one reason the war was continuing to drag on was that the U.S. was "losing the information war" with the people of Afghanistan and Taliban "safe haven" sites, an argument that has also been made by counter-terrorism researchers (e.g., [11] ). The student used the Dark Web Forum
Portal to investigate how the Haqqani Network of the Taliban, identified as one of the chief adversaries of the U.S., was able to twist U.S. tactical victories into operational defeats in the media and idea battlefields. After investigating relevant forums and postings, he cited, for example, patently false propaganda distributed through the forums which described
American deaths that never actually occurred -victories claimed for the Taliban that never happened. The student also learned through forums on the portal that his own patrol had killed the son of a senior Haqqani member while on patrol.
This was not information they had access to while in Afghanistan, and was extremely important tactical information that they would have been able to capitalize on while there. Much propaganda was attributed to "Zionist" conspiracy groups. Most messages concerning propaganda concerned the message content and the lack of legitimacy of the originator.
One interesting and useful finding was that radio was discussed in the forums more than any other media, with comments to the effect that radio, particularly unlicensed or "pirate" radio, was an effective means for reaching Muslims.
According to the student, the continuing usefulness of radio outweighs that of other media, although forum participants also expressed interest in using print media such as brochures to spread their messages. Overall, the student thought that the DWFP could be a very useful tool for planning information operations in cyberspace as well as for maintaining situational awareness while in areas dominated by extremists.
D. Conclusion
In Many previous studies focused on text-based social medias such as forums [12] and blogs [13] . Zhang and Zeng et al. [12] further provided a framework to efficiently collect postings of 
J) System Design
The Dark Video Portal consists of three main components: data acquisition, data preparation, and system functionality.
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Details of each component are shown in Figure 4 and described in the following sections. 
b) Data Preparation
The purpose of this step is to identify dark videos from within the Candidate Video Collection and extract detailed information about them for later usage. As described in [14] , video classification is used to identify dark videos. However, before video classification is performed, video filtering is fust used to filter out some videos and reduce the effort needed by video classification. In some video-sharing sites (e.g., YouTube), videos are categorized into predefined categories.
Videos belonging to categories irrelevant to Dark videos (e.g., Music, Sports, and Entertainment) can fust be removed. as dark videos then form the Dark Video Collection (see [14] for the details of video classification process). 
c) Functionality
The Dark Video portal is implemented using Apache
Tomcat and the database is implemented using Microsoft SQL Table I shows keyword examples from each set. 
a) Video Browsing and Searching
This system provides functionalities for users to browse and search videos within a sub-collection or cross sub-collections. Figure 5 shows the search result using the keyword "bomb."
In the example, 76 videos containing the term "bomb" in the video titles and descriptions have been returned. Search keywords are automatically translated into Arabic and English, so that videos with Arabic titles can also be searched by using English search terms. In addition, filter functions are also 
e) Conclusion
The Video Portal has only recently been released to researchers and is intended to serve as another potential resource for open source intelligence. Given the difficulties of identifying and locating these videos, particularly since they are routinely censored from video sharing sites, and the great deal of interest that has been expressed by various groups in accessing them, we believe our intended audience members of researchers, analysts, and other investigators will find the video module of the portal to be useful. A period of evaluation will shortly ensue to help us gauge interest on the part of the community as well as usability.
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